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PHYSICAL REVIEW D, VOLUME 59, 063006
Big bang nucleosynthesis and active-sterile neutrino mixing:
Evidence for maximal nµ↔nt mixing in Super Kamiokande?

Xiangdong Shi and George M. Fuller
Department of Physics, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093-0319

~Received 14 September 1998; revised manuscript received 28 December 1998; published 17 February 1999!

We discuss big bang nucleosynthesis constraints on maximalnm↔ns mixing. Vacuumnm↔ns oscillation
has been proposed as one possible explanation of the Super Kamiokande atmospheric neutrino data. Based on
the most recent primordial abundance measurements, we find that the effective number of neutrino species for
big bang nucleosynthesis~BBN! is Nn&3.3. Assuming that all three active neutrinos are light~with masses
!1 MeV!, we examine BBN constraints onnm↔ns mixing in two scenarios:~1! a negligible lepton asymme-
try ~the standard picture! and ~2! the presence of a large lepton asymmetry which has resulted from an
amplification bynt↔ns8 mixing (ns8 beingns or another sterile neutrino species!. The latter scenario has been
proposed recently to reconcile the BBN constraints and large-anglenm↔ns mixing. We find that the large-
anglenm↔ns mixing in the first scenario, which would yieldNn'4, is ruled out as an explanation of the Super
Kamiokande data. It is conceivably possible for thenm↔ns solution to evade BBN bounds in the second
scenario, but only if 200 eV2&mnt

2 2mns8

2 &104 eV2 is satisfied, and ifnt decays non-radiatively with a lifetime
&103 yr. This mass-squared difference implies 15 eV&mnt

&100 eV if ns8 is much lighter thannt . We
conclude that maximal~or near maximal! nm↔nt mixing is a more likely explanation of the Super Kamio-
kande data.@S0556-2821~99!00504-4#

PACS number~s!: 14.60.Pq, 14.60.St, 26.35.1c, 95.30.Cq
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent Super Kamiokande~SuperK! data on atmo-
spheric neutrinos show strong evidence for neutrino osc
tion in a channel which involves muon neutrinos and anot
neutrino species, and with a vacuum mass-squared differ
331024 eV2,dm2,731023 eV2 and vacuum mixing
angle satisfying 0.8,sin2 2u<1 @1,2#. Measurements of the
muon-like events and limits on the electron-like events p
clude mixing betweennm andne as a significant channel fo
nm reduction@1#. A nm↔ne mixing with these parameter
would also yield a uniform suppression of the solar neutr
flux by roughly a factor of;2 across the entire solar neu
trino energy spectrum. However, such an energy indepen
suppression contradicts what is implied from the combin
solar neutrino data@3#. This leaves two maximal or nea
maximal vacuum neutrino oscillation channels as poss
avenues for solution:nm↔nt mixing or nm↔ns mixing,
where ns is a sterile neutrino@e.g., a singlet under the
SU~3!3SU~2!3U~1! gauge symmetry of the standa
model#.

However, it has been pointed out by many groups t
nm↔ns mixing with the aforementioned parameters wou
violate the constraints from big bang nucleosynthesis~BBN!
if all three active neutrinos are light compared to 1 Me
This violation results fromnm↔ns mixing, essentially bring-
ing an extrans into chemical equilibrium with the three
known species at the BBN epoch. In turn, these extra deg
of freedom imply a larger expansion rate and so would yi
a primordial4He abundance that is too high to accommod
observationally determined abundance bounds@4–7#.

There has been some confusion on this result lately du
a larger systematic uncertainty in the measured primor
4He abundance as argued by some groups and due to r
measurements of the primordial deuterium abundance.
0556-2821/99/59~6!/063006~8!/$15.00 59 0630
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thermore, the BBN constraint has been obtained by assum
a negligible lepton number asymmetry (&1027), which has
been shown to be an invalid assumption under circumstan
where the lepton asymmetries in the neutrino sector can
amplified by active-sterile neutrino transformations@8,9#. It
has been argued that ant mixing with a lighter sterilens8
may amplify an initially negligible lepton asymmetry to
large level that either is sufficient to suppress a subseq
nm↔ns mixing @8# or can be partly converted to a positiv
chemical potential in thenen̄e sector to lower the effective
Nn @10#. Both may conceivably lead to an evasion of t
BBN bound on thenm↔ns mixing parameters.

It is traditional in BBN studies to parametrize both th
4He yield and the expansion rate of the universe at the B
epoch in terms of an effective number of relativistic neutri
flavors,Nn . In the context of neutrino oscillation discussion
this convention is potentially confusing and misleadin
since an efficient neutrino-matter-enhanced transforma
could result in both a larger neutrino energy density an
lower 4He yield ~by way of anen̄e asymmetry! than in the
standard picture. Here we will also employNn in the tradi-
tional manner to facilitate comparison with the results
previous work. However, we will attempt to point out wh
the true underlying picture is in every case.

In this paper we intend to clarify the bound from BBN
light of the latest development in the primordial4He and D
abundance measurements, and critique the possibility
the nm↔ns mixing parameters required to explain the S
perK data might survive the BBN bound because of an a
plified lepton asymmetry. We implicitly assume that all thr
active neutrinos are light, being relativistic at the BBN e
och.

II. FORMALISM

Here we briefly outline the formalism for active-steri
neutrino transformation used in this paper. A detailed tre
©1999 The American Physical Society06-1
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XIANGDONG SHI AND GEORGE M. FULLER PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 063006
ment of active-sterile neutrino mixings in the BBN epo
can be found in Ref.@5# or @7#.

We adopt units in which\5c5k51. We denote byni
the number density of a particlei relative to its equilibrium
value at a temperatureT. These equilibrium values ar
2z(3)T3/p2 for photons, 3z(3)T3/2p2 for electrons and
positrons, and 3z(3)T3/4p2 for each neutrino species. W
describe thena↔ns (a5e, m or t! transformation channe
at the BBN epoch with the following two differential equa
tions:

dP0

dt
5 (

i 5e,nb ;bÞa
^G~nan̄a→ i ī !&~ninī 2nna

nn̄a
!, ~1!

dP

dt
5V3P1

dP0

dt
ẑ2DP' . ~2!

In the equations,P0 denotes the total number density of th
mixture of active and sterile neutrino species,P05nna

1nns
, andP denotes the composition of the mixture. In pa

ticular, Pz5nna
2nns

. The other component ofP, P'5Pxx̂
1Pyŷ, is an indication of the phase coherence of the os
lation channel. QuantitieŝG& are thermally averaged reac
tion rates. The vectorV represents the frequency and the a
of the oscillation inP-space, and theD-term represents the
damping ofP' due to neutrino interactions. This latter ter
constantly acts to reduce a mixed neutrino state into fla
eigenstates ofna andns .

At the epoch of BBN,

Vx5
dm2

2E
sin 2u, Vy50, Vz52

dm2

2E
cos 2u1Va

L1Va
T ,

~3!

wheredm25mns

2 2mna

2 and u are the usual vacuum mixin

parameters of the mass-squared difference and effec
vacuum 232 mixing angle (dm2.0 if ns is heavier than
na!, andE is the energy of the neutrinos.Va

L is the contri-
bution of the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein~MSW!
matter-enhanced effect driven by asymmetries in the ba
ground plasma@11#, and is approximately

Va
L'0.13GFT3F8L0/312~nna

2nn̄a
!1 (

nbÞna

~nnb
2nn̄b

!G
~4!

whereGF is the Fermi constant,T is the plasma temperature
andL0 represents the contributions from the baryonic asy
metry and electron-positron asymmetry,;1029. HereVa

T is
the contribution due to finite temperature neutrino m
renormalization effects@11# and, fora5m or t, is

Va
T'211~nna

1nn̄a
!GF

2ET4. ~5!

Meanwhile, fora5m or t, we also have

D;0.5GF
2T4E. ~6!
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It has been shown that adopting the average neutrino en
E'3.151T in Eqs.~3!–~6! and thermally averaging interac
tion rates give a fairly good description of active-sterile ne
trino transformations in BBN@12#.

The same equations~1!–~5! also apply to then̄a↔ n̄s
mixing if we switchnna

(nnb
) andnn̄a

(nn̄b
) in the expres-

sion of Va
L . Here we add an overbar on top of all variabl

associated with thena↔ns system to denote the correspon
ing variables in then̄a↔ n̄s system.

The initial condition of the universe is taken to be a pu
nan̄a system ~i.e., P05 P̄05Pz5 P̄z51 and Px5 P̄x5Py

5 P̄y50! at an initial temperature

Tinit@15Udm2 cos 2u

eV2 U1/6

. ~7!

This temperature is taken to be high enough thatVa
T domi-

nates overdm2/2E, guaranteeing that any neutrino transfo
mation is severely suppressed.~Note, however, thatTinit has
to be below the temperature of the quark-hardron phase t
sition, ;150 MeV @13#.!

Barring the existence of a large initial lepton asymme
generated by unknown processes atT*150 MeV, we will
assume a negligible initial lepton asymmetryL ~e.g., at the
same level asL0!. Here a significantL can be generated onl
by an active-sterile neutrino transformation during the BB
epoch.

III. BBN BOUND WHEN LEPTON ASYMMETRY
IS NEGLIGIBLE

The primordial 4He yield Y in standard BBN is princi-
pally a function of the expansion rate of the universe, as
determines the temperature of weak freeze-out and, he
the overall neutron-to-proton ratio. Secondarily, the4He
abundance also depends on the baryon densityNB ~usually
expressed ash[NB /Ng!, albeit only weakly. Therefore
given an h inferred from the primordial deuterium abun
dance D/H~which depends sensitively onh!, a bound onNn

in the standard BBN picture can be obtained based on
measured primordial4He abundance@14#. The same bound
can be used to constrain active-sterile neutrino mixings,
cause such mixings can produce extra neutrino energy
sity. However, one should use caution here because t
scenarios could also result in a larger number ofne’s over
n̄e’s ~a positivenen̄e asymmetry!, which could lead to a re-
duced neutron-to-proton ratio and, hence, a lowerY.

Previous bounds on these mixing channels have been
culated assuming a smallh ('3310210) because an accu
rate measurement of the primordial D/H was lacking. It
now, however, established that the primordial D/H lies at
low end of the range previously thought: D/H'3.460.3
31025 @15#. This low value infers a higherh'5.260.3
310210, which predicts a slightly higher primordial4He
abundanceY for the standard pictureNn53. The upper limit
on Nn based on the measuredY should then become tighte
@16#.

However, complicating this issue is the debate over
6-2
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FIG. 1. 4He yields of thenm ~or nt!↔ns mixing ~for h54.7310210!. Mixings that yieldY>0.25, including the region inside the dashe
line that is compatible with the Super Kamiokande data, are ruled out by BBN.
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systematic uncertainties in the observationally inferredY.
Based on 62 low metallicity HII regions, Oliveet al. @17#
estimated Y50.23460.002~stat.!60.005~syst.!; or Y
50.23760.003~stat.!60.005~syst.!, when the controversia
object I Zw 18 ~also the most metal-deficient object of th
sample! is ignored. Based on another sample which partia
overlaps with that of Oliveet al., Izotov and Thuan@18#
have claimedY50.24460.002, partly because they deduc
a higherY for I Zw 18. Disagreement aside, the two valu
do not seriously contradict each other given the system
uncertainty;0.005 of the estimates. With the systema
uncertainty in mind, we can still set a conservative up
limit Y,0.25 for the purpose of constraining the neutri
oscillation physics at the BBN epoch. A higherY would not
only be inconsistent with both estimates, it could also po
bly be inconsistent with the morphology of the horizon
branch stars in globular clusters@19#.

Thus, given D/H'3.460.331025 and Y,0.25, we can
set a rather conservative bound onNn at the 95% C.L.,

Nn&3.3. ~8!

This bound can be used to constrain the active-sterile n
trino transformations in the BBN epoch, but it is more pr
cise and convenient to calculate directly the helium yield
neutrino oscillations, because it is ultimately the helium m
fraction that is compared to observations. We tookh54.6
310210 and recalculated the4He yield in the presence o
active-sterile neutrino mixing.~Our calculations are simila
to those in Shi, Schramm and Fields@7#.! Figure 1 shows the
result. A parametrization of the bound on thenm↔ns mixing
can be obtained:

udm2usin4 2u&1025~1027!eV2 for dm2.~, ! 0. ~9!
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Thenm↔ns mixing solution to the SuperK atmospheric ne
trino data is clearly ruled out by BBN if lepton asymmetry
negligible (L,1027 in this case!. To put this result in per-
spective, our results suggest that anm↔ns mixing solution to
the SuperK data in this scenario would implyNn53.9.

IV. BBN BOUND IN THE PRESENCE OF AN AMPLIFED
LEPTON ASYMMETRY

A resonantna↔ns transformation can amplify the lepto
asymmetry in thena sector to a level

Lna
[

3~nna
2nn̄a

!

8
;6

udm2/eVu
10T6

4 , ~10!

where T65T/MeV @9#. Generation of this lepton numbe
does not necessarily forcens into chemical equilibrium if the
mixing is small enough to satisfy the constraints in Fig. 1@9#.

To calculate the amplification of the lepton asymmetry
na↔ns mixing, we take the initial lepton number to be ne
ligibly small. Note that in this limitLna

53(Pz2 P̄z)/16.

From Eq.~2! and its anti-neutrino counterpart,Lna
satisfies

the approximate equation

dLna

dt
'

DVx
2

Vx
21@V02b~2Lna

1L0!#2

3H 3V0b~2Lna
1L0!Pz

4$Vx
21@V01b~2Lna

1L0!#2%Lna

21J Lna
,

~11!
6-3
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XIANGDONG SHI AND GEORGE M. FULLER PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 063006
which is valid in the adiabatic limit,uVu@udV/dtu/uVu. In Eq.
~11! we use V05(Vz1V̄z)/2, and b5(Vz2V̄z)/2(2Lna

1L0)'0.35GFT3. We have also assumedPz;1, because
thena↔ns mixing would violate the BBN bound in Fig. 1 i
Pz!1.

Equation~11! is a damping equation for 2Lna
1L0 , un-

lessV0.0. HereV0.0 if dm2,0 ~i.e., a heavierna! and if
the temperatureT drops below the resonant temperature
na↔ns ~see the Appendix!,

Tres'22U dm2

1 eV2U1/6

MeV for a5m,t. ~12!

For T.Tres, 2Lna
1L0 will be driven toward zero. In this

caseVna

L approaches zero, unless the initial asymmetryL0

~whose definition may be expanded here to also include
neutrino asymmetry generated by other active-sterile n
trino mixings! is too large for the damping to be efficien
Efficient damping occurs when the generated lepton as
metry in other neutrino species satisfies

uLu&1024udm2 sin 2uu1/2, ~13!

so that (dLna
/dt)/Lna

,H, whereH is the Hubble expansion
rate.

Equation ~2! and its anti-neutrino counterpart are no
linear equations. It has two attractors which give t
asymptotic values of Eq.~10!. The asymmetryLna

calculated
through numerical integrations of these equations exhi
chaotic behavior forT just belowTres @9#. In this phaseLna

oscillates chaotically between the two attractors. For su
ciently low T, Lna

approaches asymptotically one of the tw
attractors. It is in this asymptotic phase when the adiab
condition is satisfied and Eq.~11! applies.

It is conceivable that ant↔ns8 mixing satisfying

Udm82

eV2 U1/6

sin2 2u*10211 ~14!

and the the BBN bound Eq.~9! can generateuLnt
u@1027

@9,20#, which in turn suppresses the bad BBN effects
nm↔ns transformation withdm2;1023 eV2 and sin2 2u;1,
and so relaxes the BBN bound on thenm↔ns mixing. ~Here
ns8 and ns could be in principle the same species but a
distinguished here for clarity.! But as we will demonstrate
below, while this is not impossible, there are severe c
straints on the requirednt↔ns8 mixing parameters for this
loophole to be realized.

To distinguish between thent↔ns8 transformation and
the nm↔ns transformation, all quantities applying to th
former process are marked with a prime. To suppress
transformation due to a near maximalnm↔ns mixing, the
lepton asymmetry has to be amplified early by thent↔ns8
transformation channel before any significantnm↔ns trans-
formation can occur. This requires thens production rate at
the nt↔ns8 resonance temperatureTres8 to satisfy
06300
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DS dm2 sin 2u

Vm
T D 2

,H, ~15!

with H55.5T2/mPl . HeremPl'1.2231028eV is the Planck
mass. EmployingTres8 andVm

T we obtain, from Eq.~15!,

udm82u.10udm2 sin 2uu4/3;1022 eV2. ~16!

Once the lepton asymmetry is amplified, thenm↔ns mix-
ing will have

Vx52
dm2

2E
sin 2u,

Vz52
dm2

2E
cos 2u1Vm

T6Vm
L 'Vm

T6b~2Lnm
1Lnt

!,

~17!

where ‘‘1’’ ~‘‘ 2’’ ! applies to thenm↔ns ( n̄m↔ n̄s) trans-
formation channel. IfLnt

is positive~negative!, the nm↔ns

( n̄m↔ n̄s) channel will experience a resonance, regardles
the sign ofdm2 at a neutrino energy

Eres'
buLnt

u

Vm
T /E

'
uLnt

u

63GFT
~18!

~assuming initially Lnm
50). The resonance moves from

lower energies to higher energies in the mu neutrino sp
trum asuLnt

u grows. At the same time, then̄m↔ n̄s (nm↔ns)

transformation channel is suppressed byLnt
as a conse-

quence of having an even largeruVzu. The net result is a
newly generatedLnm

with a sign opposite to that ofLnt
. If

this Lnm
becomes as large as;2Lnt

/2, thenm↔ns mixing

will be unhindered and will eventually bringns into equilib-
rium. Based on this consideration, Foot and Volkas@20,21#
argued for a requirement on thent↔ns mixing

udm82u*20 eV2. ~19!

Here we show that this requirement is too weak. We find t
a more stringent requirement can be obtained based on
same consideration at the beginning stage of theLnt

growth,

when bothLnt
and the mu neutrino resonance energyEresare

very small. For definitiveness, we assume thatLnt
.0 so that

both then̄t↔ n̄s8 transformation and thenm↔ns transforma-
tion encounter resonances.

Each of these two resonances occurs in a finite neut
energy bin~resonance width!. Outside the resonance energ
bins, the effective mixing between active neutrinos and s
ile neutrinos quickly diminishes and becomes negligib
This feature enables a simple semi-analytical approach
accurately calculate the growth of lepton number asymm
tries by tracking only neutrinos in resonance regions. T
details of this semi-analytical approach are presented in
Appendix.

The constraint ondm82 results from the requirement tha
uLnt

u be much larger thanuLnm
u at any temperature as th

nm↔ns resonance sweeps through the entire neutrino ene
spectrum. In other words, we must have
6-4
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f ~e res!de resR U de res

de res/ dtU, 4

3
~Lnt

12Lnm
! ~20!

for any e res. In the equation,f (e)5@2/3z(3)#@e2/(ee11)#
is the neutrino distribution function.de res is the energy width
of the resonance.f (e res)de res is therefore the fraction of mu
neutrinos undergoing resonance.R is the resonant transition
rate.de res/ude res/dtu is the duration of the resonance ate res.
The energy width of the resonance depends on whether
resonant transition is collision-dominated (D.Vx), or
oscillation-dominated (D,Vx):

de res;H 2uD]e res/]Vzu if D.Vx

2uVx]e res/]Vzu if D,Vx
. ~21!
i-

-

he

06300
he

Likewise, the resonant transition rate depends on these
rameters:

R'H Vx
2 / D if D.Vx

Vx if D,Vx
. ~22!

We only consider the case wheree res!1, because this is
whenLnt

is in its initial stage of growth (Lnt
!1027) and is

most easily matched by a competingLnm
. In this case,T

'Tres
8 ~the temperature at whichLnt

growth starts!, and

f (e res)'e res
2 /1.8. We can further rewrite u ė resu

[He resud ln eres/d ln Tu. Then with Eq.~12! and the expres-
sion for H, Eq. ~20! becomes
udm82 / 1 eV2u11/ 6.23104e res
21ud ln eres/d ln Tu21udm2 / 1023 eV2u2 if D.Vx ; ~23a!

udm82 / 1 eV2u17/ 6.103e res
23ud ln eres/d ln Tu21udm2 / 1023 eV2u3 if D,Vx . ~23b!
ffect
-

In the initial stage of rapidLnt
growth, ud ln eres/d ln Tu

can be related to the growth rate ofLnt
by ud ln eres/d ln Tu

' ud ln Lnt
/d ln T22u'ud ln Lnt

/d ln Tu ~with Lnm
safely ig-

nored!. Our semi-analytical calculations show that in the in
tial exponential stage ofLnt

growth whenLnt
is !1027,

ud ln Lnt
/d ln Tu is well approximated by

Ud ln Lnt

d ln T
U'63106 sin 2u8, ~24!

independent ofdm82. Of course, sin 2u8 here must satisfy
the BBN bound Eq.~9!.

Equations~23! and ~24! show that the most stringent re
quirement onmnt

2 2mns8

2 does indeed come not fromnm↔ns

resonances ate res;3, but from resonances centered at t
smallest possiblee res as long as thenm or n̄m transition prob-
ability in that resonance energy bin is!1. This condition,
expressed as

R U de res

de res/ dtU&0.1, ~25!

can be rewritten as
e res*U dm8

1 eV2U21 / 2 Ud ln e res

d ln T U21 / 3U dm2

1023 eV2
U2/3

, ~26!

regardless of the value ofD /Vx. It can be shown thateres is
in the oscillation-dominated regime if

e res&0.25U dm2

1023 eV2U1 / 2Udm82

1 eV2
U21/2

. ~27!

Therefore, the most stringent requirement ondm82 comes
from the oscillation-dominated regime for sin2 2u8)1028

~while ud ln e res/d ln Tu)103), and from collision-
dominated regime for sin2 2u8(1028 ~while
ud ln e res/d ln Tu(103).

Combining Eqs.~23!, Eq. ~24!, and Eq.~26! yields a re-
quirement on the mass-squared-difference necessary to e
suppression ofnm↔ns transformation at the Super Kamio
kande level:
mnt

2 2mns8

2 )H 200~ umnm

2 2mns

2 u / 1023 eV2!3/4 eV2 for sin2 2u8)1028

~sin 2u8!21 / 2~ umnm

2 2mns

2 u / 1023 eV2!eV2 for sin2 2u8(1028 . ~28!

Equation~28! implies that we must have

mnt
*15 eV ~29!

to successfully suppress thenm↔ns transformation in BBN.
6-5
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XIANGDONG SHI AND GEORGE M. FULLER PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 063006
Tau neutrinos this massive would contribute a fraction
the critical densityVn'0.5h50

22 ~where h50 is the Hubble
constant in the units of 50 km/sec/Mpc! in the form of hot
dark matter~HDM! @22#. When normalized to yield the ob
served structure today, a matter-dominated flat (Vm51)
model universe withVn*0.3 ~the remainder being mostl
cold dark matter! yields too few damped Lyman-a systems
~protogalaxies! at a redshiftz*3 to accommodate observa
tions @23,24#. Because of the free-streaming of neutrinos,
hot dark matter component reduces the density fluctua
amplitudes at the galaxy mass scale and causes galaxy-
structures to form too late (z&1). Even anVn50.2 flat,
matter-dominated model may still be in disagreement w
observations@25#. Therefore, any light stable and weakly in
teracting neutrino more massive thanmn*5h50

2 eV will have
trouble with structure formation considerations. Models w
these neutrinos cannot be rescued by pushingh50 much
higher, because both the age of the universe and the obse
structure today requireh50'1 @26#. If, as implied by the
cosmic deceleration measurements@27#, the total matter den-
sity in our universe is less than the critical density, the
compatibility of structure formation at highz and Vn*0.2
will become even worse—HDM would then comprise
larger fraction of the matter density and so reduce the den
fluctuations at small scales even more effectively.

To simultaneously havemnt
*15 eV and successful struc

ture formation at high redshifts, the massive tau neutri
would have to decay before making an imprint on the cos
density fluctuation spectrum. Since sub-horizon-sized d
sity fluctuations~i.e., those affected by the free streaming
neutrinos! were frozen before the epoch of matter-radiati
equality and grew only after that, the density fluctuatio
residing in other dark matter components would not be
fected by the density fluctuations in the tau neutrino spa
distribution as long as thesent’s decayed before the matte
radiation equality epoch. The lifetime ofnt must then be

tnt
&103 yr. ~30!

The decay cannot be radiative, as it would violate the bo
on neutrino electromagnetic dipole moments@28#.

For those nt↔ns mixings with 1022 eV2&udm82u
&1021 eV2, the subsequentnm↔ns resonance occurs durin
the chaotic phase of thent↔ns8 evolution. Our numerical
calculations show that in this case the two mixing syste
are coupled and continue to be chaotic. Thenm↔ns trans-
formation will in fact soon dominate the chaotic oscillatio
process because this transformation channel has a largeruVxu
than the BBN-constrainednt↔ns8 transformation channel
Therefore, for 1022 eV2&udm82u&1021 eV2, the nm↔ns
transformation cannot be suppressed by the presence o
nt↔ns8 transformation channel.

The nt↔ns8 system is also bounded by BBN at larg
dm82. If a large (Lnt

*0.1) asymmetry is generated by th

nt↔ns8 transformation beforeT;5 MeV, the producedns8
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or n̄s8 and the re-thermalizedntn̄t will increaseNn by 0.5,
violating the BBN bound. This imposes an upper bound
udm82u @10,29#:

udm82u&104 eV2, ~31!

implying mnt
&100 eV if ns8 is much lighter.

In Fig. 2 we plot the conditions thatnt and thent↔ns8
mixing must satisfy in order to alleviate the BBN constra
on the maximal vacuumnm↔ns mixing that may be implied
by the SuperK data.

We finally very briefly comment on another scenario
which a positive lepton asymmetry generated by ant↔ns8
mixing may be partially converted into thenen̄e sector by a
matter-enhancednt↔ne transformation. This positivene
chemical potential can reduce the effectiveNn and may
make some room for extra neutrino energy density. A pre
ous paper has argued that the reduction inNn can be as large
as DNn'0.5 @10#. This will not accommodate for an extr
DNn50.9 produced by thenm↔ns mixing in question, given
the 4He-derived boundNn&3.3. We also note that even th
0.5 reduction inNn may be overestimated@29#.

V. SUMMARY

We have shown that based on the observationally infer
primordial abundance of4He (Y,0.25) and deuterium
(D/H'3.460.331025), big bang nucleosynthesis yields
stringent bound on the effective number of neutrino spec
~energy densities! during the BBN epoch,Nn&3.3. This
bound can be employed to constrain active-sterile neut
mixings, as plotted in Fig. 1. With the preassumption that

FIG. 2. The parameter space ofnt↔ns8 mixing and the addi-
tional requirements onnt that may alleviate the BBN constraint o
the nm↔ns mixing parameters which can accommodate the Su
Kamiokande data.
6-6
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three active neutrinos are light compared to 1 MeV, it ru
out thenm↔ns mixing explanation of the Super Kamiokand
atmospheric neutrino data. The only way to circumvent t
bound is if there is a simultaneous mixing betweennt and a
lighter sterile neutrinons8 with the following properties:

~1! A mixing mass-squared difference 200 eV2&mnt

2 2mns8

2

&104 eV2 and a non-radiativent decay lifetime tnt

&103 yr. The mass-squared difference implies ant mass
between;15 eV and;100 eV if ns8 is much lighter
thannt .

~2! @(mnt

2 2mns8

2 )/eV2#1/6sin2 2u*10211 and @(mnt

2 2mns8

2 )

/eV2#sin4 2u&1027, where u is the vacuum mixing
angle betweennt andns8 .

We conclude that thenm↔nt vacuum oscillation channe
with maximal or near maximal mixing angle provides a mo
natural explanation for the Super Kamiokande data.
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APPENDIX

Our semi-analytical calculations track the movement~in
energy space! of resonances in the neutrino energy spectr
and the resonant conversion rate of neutrinos in the re
nance regions. Forna↔ns mixing with vacuum mixing pa-
rametersdm25mns

2 2mna

2 ,0 and sin2 2u, both the conver-

FIG. 3. The growth of the tau neutrino asymmetry as a resul
the tau neutrino-sterile neutrino mixing, assumingmnt

2 2mns8

2 550
eV2 and sin2 2u851024. The intersections between the grow
curve forLnt

and the dashed lines indicate when resonances o
for nm ~if Lnt

.0) or n̄m ~if Lnt
,0) neutrinos with momentump.
06300
s
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sion of na and n̄a are calculated. If we denotee res
(6) as the

resonant neutrino energy~divided by the temperature! for na
~‘‘ 1’’ ! andn̄a ~‘‘ 2’’ !, the rate of resonant conversion, whe
normalized by the totalna or n̄a number density, is

R~6 !'p f @e res
~6!#U ]e res

~6!

]Vz
~6 !U Vx

25p f @e res
~6!#

udm2usin2 2u

4T
.

~A1!

This equation is essentially the left-hand side of Eq.~20!
except for a factorp which comes from a detailed integratio
of transition probability over the entire resonance regio
The rate of change ofLna

is therefore

dLna

dt
5

3

8
~R~1 !2R~2 !!. ~A2!

WhenLna
is small~i.e., uVa

L u!uVa
Tu), the effect of matter-

antimatter asymmetry on thena↔ns and n̄a↔ n̄s oscillation
is small. Both oscillation systems will encounter resonanc
at an energy

e res
~6!'S udm2u

44GF
2T6D 1 / 2 S 16

0.35GFT3~2Lna
1L0!

udm2u / 2T
D

~A3!

@see Eqs.~3! to ~5!#. Equation~A2! is approximately

dLna

dt
'

p

4

df ~e!

de
GFT3sin2 2u~Lna

1L0 / 2!, ~A4!

with df (e) /de evaluated ate5udm2/44GF
2T6u1/2. This is

apparently a damping equation for (Lna
1L0/2) if

df (e) /de,0 ~when e,2.217!, and a growth equation fo
(Lna

1L0 /2) if df (e) /de.0 ~when e.2.217!. Therefore

(Lna
1L0 /2) is always damped to 0 at temperaturesT

.Tres
8 , when e res

~6! is small; and (Lna
1L0/2) grows for T

,Tres
8 whene res

~6! is large enough.
In Fig. 3 we plot the result of our numerical calculatio

based on Eqs.~A1! and ~A2! for nt↔ns8 mixing, assuming
mnt

2 2mns8

2 550 eV2 and sin2 2u851024. It is for the most

part similar to the thick solid line in Fig. 1 of Foot@21#,
which employs the same parameters. There are minor dif
ences that are readily identifiable:~1! our result tracksT24

more closely in the ‘‘power-law growth’’ epoch;~2! Lnt
in

our results does not switch sign at the initial point of grow
The sign difference is not surprising because of the cha
character of the growth, which introduces a sign ambigu
to the problem@9#. Similar calculations for other choices o
mnt

2 2mns8

2 and sin2 2u8 show that the temperature at whic

the Lnt
growth starts is approximately given by Eq.~12!.

As an illustration, also plotted in Fig. 3 are theuLnt
u re-

quired for thenm↔ns or n̄m↔ n̄s resonance to occur atnm or
n̄m energieseres[pres

~m! /T50.01, 1, 10.~The parameters for
thenm↔ns mixing aredm251023 eV2 and sin 2u51.! It can

f

ur
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be seen from the figure that the lower energy componen
the nm or n̄m neutrinos encounters the resonances first w
uLnt

u is very small, and the resonance region moves thro

thenm or n̄m spectrum to higher neutrino energies asuLnt
u is

very small, and the resonance region moves through thenm

or n̄m spectrum to higher neutrino energies asuLnt
u becomes

larger. Essentially allnm or n̄m encounter resonances atT

'Tres
8 .

In Fig. 4 we showud ln Lnt
/d ln Tu as a function of the

nm↔ns8 vacuum mixing parameters,mnt

2 2mns

2 and sin2 2u8,

in the initial exponential stage ofLnt
growth whenLnt

is

!1027. This figure shows thatud ln Lnt
/d ln Tu is approxi-

mately a linear function of sin 2u8, and is insensitive to
mnt

2 2mns

2 . An analytical fit to this numerical result yield

Eq. ~24!.
T

s.

M

k
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FIG. 4. The initial rate forLnt
growth, d lnL /d ln T, as a func-

tion of the vacuum tau neutrino-sterile neutrino mixing paramete
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